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Objective

Seeks to obtain a position with a reputable company that can offer growth as well as long term 
stability. Excellent interpersonal and organizational skills with attention to detail. Extensive 
experience in fast-paced professional environments.

Skills

Troubleshooting, Microsoft Office.

Work Experience

Crane Mechanic
ABC Corporation  April 2004 – November 2004 
 Provided general preventative maintenance of plant production equipment including overhead

cranes, machining equipment, roll-up doors, and runway gates.
 Fuel production and test aircraft.
 Operated, maintained, and repaired fuel pumps and pipelines.
 Monitored and maintained amounts of fuel in the tank farm.
 Operated and Performed preventative maintenance checks and services.
 Wrote daily fuel reports and checked fuel for quality.
 Provide maintenance services inspections and repairs on various cranes.

Crane Mechanic
Delta Corporation  2000 – 2004 
 Complete PMs and inspections as required, complete repairs as needed also trouble shoot 

hydraulics and electrical systems, replace pumps and adjust .
 Then process work orders for the days work and process in computer to send to office.
 Diagnose and fix hydraulic, pneumatic, and electrical problems.
 Provide maintenance services inspections and repairs on various cranes.
 Installed Cranes/ Removed Cranes/ New Conductor Bars/ New Rails Crane &amp; Trolley/ 

Assisted in wiring a crane and techno magnet/ Checked over cranes to .
 employed as a crane service technician, was laid off due to industry downturn Worked 

primarily as a hydraulic hose inspector, assembling new hoses as .
 Also worked as a service technician repairing and or rebuilding various drilling equipment, 

winches, cranes, conveyors when needed.

Education

Electrical Engineering - 2013(Del Mar - Corpus Christi, TX)
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